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Abstract: Nowadays, with the rapid development of computer technology, our country has entered
the information age in an all-round way. Virtual reality technology, namely VR technology, has
emerged as the times require, and has gradually risen and been widely used. VR technology can
give people a sense of immersion, but also bring visual impact. The physical bookstore faces the
great opportunity of VR. It should closely follow the VR era, actively transform and upgrade, and
focus on the reader user experience to meet the diversified needs of readers.
1. Introduction
The physical bookstore has always faced the competition of online bookstores, the impact of
digital reading, the pressure of operating costs and the change of readers' reading habits, which are
related to the survival of physical bookstores. After 2000, most of the physical bookstores went out
of business, and the business situation was very unsatisfactory. After 2007, they experienced
another round of bankruptcy. Until 2014, the market situation did not improve. The physical
bookstores such as Shanghai Monsoon College and other urban cultural landmarks gradually
disappeared. Everyone is in front of you. In order to survive, the physical bookstore can only
continue to try to transform, and explore the way forward in the era of rapid development of science
and technology. Shanghai Jiaotong University Press's physical bookstore “Reading Tunnel”
officially opened in 2017. This bookstore is full of paper-based books and is also a bookstore that
pursues technological trends. The combination of VR technology and physical bookstore is initiated
in order to bring readers a unique reading experience. This is a successful attempt of VR technology
and physical bookstores, and also provides new ideas for other physical bookstores. VR technology
is the development direction of many industries, and physical bookstore has always been a concept
of cultural space, but now this single concept has been unable to meet the needs of readers and users.
VR technology is so hot and attractive to the public. Whether physical bookstores can adapt to the
needs and trends of the times in the VR era environment is an important factor for survival,
development, transformation and upgrading.
2. Application of VR Technology in Entity Bookstore
The combination of VR technology and physical bookstore can make readers experience VR in
physical bookstore. The mode of “VR experience + coffee” is often used in operation to provide a
comforTable reading environment for readers, such as “reading tunnel” of bookstore.
“Reading Tunnel” has the concept of a new bookstore. Jiaotong University Publishing House
positioned it as a 3.0 edition innovative bookstore of “Good Books + Coffee Fragrance + VR +
Culture = Happiness”. Version 3.0 innovative Bookstore integrates reading, book purchasing,
culture and leisure functions, relying on modern design and VR technology to enhance interaction
with readers. The first floor is for leisure coffee bar, which can provide a comforTable reading
environment for readers; the second floor is the activity area of the bookstore and the VR book
exhibition hall, which provides corresponding VR equipment for readers. Through VR glasses,
readers can see the virtual three-dimensional book exhibition hall. Although only the scene map can
only be seen now, the technology store can be used to expand the bookstores with more levels and
different partitions. Readers can choose to read books, read books, and even buy books in virtual
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reality. The third floor is the main body of the bookstore, displaying more than 5,000 kinds of fine
books.
“Reading Tunnel” is the first brand in a physical bookstore to try to combine VR technology with
a physical bookstore, which emphasizes a new reading experience for readers. On the third floor of
the “Reading Tunnel”, the bookshelves are set in a U shape, which highlights the meaning of
“tunnel” from the senses, so that the readers inside are like tunnels in the endless knowledge. The
books displayed here are from all over the country. Boutique books and a selection of foreign
language books. On the second floor of the bookstore, there is a hot spot for the whole bookstore:
the VR book showroom, through the VR technology, the traditional 2D reading instantly has 3D
stereo attributes. When entering the VR book showroom, the user needs to wear the corresponding
helmet and pick up the connected handle in advance, so that you can truly feel the whole picture of
the bookstore in the virtual environment. When the visual scene moves, you can also hear the
walking sound in the bookstore. At the same time, in the virtual environment, users can devote
themselves wholeheartedly to the virtual world because they will not be affected by external factors.
If users feel that they are in a real environment, it is difficult to distinguish between virtual and real,
then it can be said to be the most ideal intrusive effect.
In the second floor VR book exhibition hall of the “Reading Tunnel” bookstore in the future, it
will also increase the sense of touch and force of books. Users in VR bookstores can touch and get
books on display shelves by hand, and they can also read them. At the same time, it can feel the
weight of the book in the sense, and let the book be taken move along with itself. It can truly create
a virtual reality scene where the reader can personally travel and interact with the characters in the
book in real time.
3. Enabling Entity Bookstore by VR Technology
The “Read Tunnel” virtual bookstore created by VR technology allows users to immerse
themselves in the simulation system of the virtual world, enabling users to enjoy the simulated 3D
visual, auditory, tactile, and force perception experiences. “Reading Tunnel” allows users to
completely immerse themselves in virtual reality scenes, which also makes “Reading Tunnel” as the
physical bookstore transformation and upgrade has the following five advantages.
3.1. Provide a full open reading experience
The early physical bookstores were simply books sold, providing readers with a relatively closed
reading space and reading experience. Later, the diversified development has expanded the reader's
reading space to a certain extent, providing readers with rich services such as drinks and
entertainment, and allowing readers to have a semi-open reading space. However, the application of
VR technology creates a more open reading experience in the “Read Tunnel” bookstore. Through
interaction with readers, it breaks the time and space constraints, and enables readers from different
regions to enter the interactive platform at the same time. Interaction behavior. At the same time, it
also has the function of online shopping, which brings greater freedom of consumption. It allows
readers to shuttle through any of the “reading tunnel” bookstores. It also allows readers to
experience the authenticity of the scene and the convenience of online shopping. It also gathers the
advantages of both physical bookstores and online bookstores.
3.2. Improving Reader's Reading Experience
Although online bookstores provide great convenience for readers, they also make readers lose
the cultural feelings brought by physical bookstores. They can not provide drinks for readers,
offline cultural salons, authors and readers face-to-face service experience. However, physical
bookstores can not provide such services as number information retrieval, reader review, e-book
purchase and 24-hour business for readers as online bookstores. However, the emergence of VR
technology has broken this limit. It can restore the “read tunnel” physical bookstore scene, function
settings, book partitions, etc. 100%, and allows readers to enter the “read tunnel” to experience VR
games or read VR books online. In the future, readers will be able to experience the “read tunnel”
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with VR panoramic video and video version. When readers enter the built-in “read tunnel”, they can
browse bookstores, order books, drink coffee, and retrieve books through VR devices. , view book
reviews, etc.
3.3. Attract readers to consume
The China VR Behavior User Behavior Research Report shows that there are 960,000 users who
have purchased VR devices and 17 million users who have experienced VR content. Among the 418
million people aged 15 to 39, 68.5% of users who have heard of VR and interested in VR, that is,
286 million potential users of Chinese VR. These data are stated. VR technology is very hot and has
a deep attraction to the public. When VR technology is applied to “reading tunnel”, it is the public's
interest point, bringing readers a sense of novelty, excitement and novelty, which is conducive to
attracting readers and driving consumption. The combination of VR technology and physical
Bookstore not only enriches readers'consumption experience, but also popularizes the application of
VR to a certain extent and promotes the development of universal reading.
3.4. Increase reader stickiness
Nowadays, many physical bookstores will open WiFi in their stores. When readers log on to
WiFi for online operation, the bookstore can get users'data information. When readers enter VR
bookstores, “Reading Tunnel” can get data information through user registration information, such
as address, gender, age and so on. More detailed information, such as browsing records and events,
purchasing records, can also be obtained from users'interactive activities such as browsing
bookstores and reading books. With this information, “Reading Tunnel” can better analyze the
behavior of readers and users, and put forward corresponding strategies. For example, when a user
registers an account in a built VR bookstore and purchases a “read tunnel” book, the “read tunnel”
can obtain relevant data information of the user. For example, the basic information and the title of
the book, after the “read tunnel” to conduct a behavioral experience analysis of the user, the user
can be pushed to the book signing activity. The “Reading Tunnel” obtains the reader user data
through the VR platform, and analyzes its behavior. According to the analysis result, the reader user
pushes the customized and personalized service, which can effectively increase the reader's user
stickiness.
3.5. Promote online and offline bookstore integration
The age of science and technology information requires physical bookstores to begin to
transform and upgrade to new ways of interacting to adapt to mass shopping habits. Now more
bookstores use the “inline and offline interaction” approach to provide readers with quality services
to meet user spending behavior. Entity bookstores open social platforms such as Wechat Public
Number, Weibo, Douban Group, and share content on these platforms.
The application of VR technology in “Reading Tunnel” can not only realize the consumer
experience of VR buying books and VR coffee in the same city. VR technology can also share the
latest activity information and content of “Reading Tunnel” in real time. This way can better
promote the integration of online and offline. Reader users are no longer subject to geographical
constraints, greatly expanding the potential readership. When the “Reading Tunnel” produces VR
videos or provides corresponding activity zones on the VR interactive platform, the new book
recommendation meeting or reader signing activities will be produced. The immersive, interactive
and multi-sensory performance of the online bookstore allows readers to experience the live
atmosphere of the event more realistically in the “Read Tunnel” VR platform. Moreover, the readers
can interact with the authors on the spot and communicate with the readers on the spot, which
greatly promotes the integration of online bookstores and offline bookstores.
4. VR technology promotes the development strategy of physical bookstores
With the rapid development of science and technology and the improvement of living standards
in China, the entertainment and spiritual and cultural needs of readers are becoming more and more
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diversified. Readers no longer simply need a reading space. Subconsciously, they need physical
bookstores to provide more consumer items. While visiting physical bookstores, they also want to
experience the convenient services provided by online bookstores. And the popularity of smart
phones has made mobile phone reading gradually become the reading habits of most teenagers. This
kind of reading habits makes readers'buying behavior change fundamentally with the rise of
e-commerce platform and digital reading. Reader users tend to place orders online quickly. In
addition, physical bookstores face problems such as high operating costs and lack of technology.
Through the research on the development of “reading tunnels”, it is an important reference for
solving the practical problems faced in these developments and promoting the integration of “VR+
physical bookstores”.
4.1. Cross-border cooperation and in-depth development
Cross-border cooperation refers to the development cooperation behaviors carried out in two
completely different industry sectors to maximize profits. The emergence of the Internet has
allowed cross-border cooperation to be adopted by more industries, such as the cross-border
cooperation model of Vanke and Taobao online sales. Another example is the cross-border
cooperation mode of VR game theme stores on Halloween. The combination of VR technology and
“Reading Tunnel” is also a successful example of cross-border integration. This “VR + Bookstore”
model not only solves the problem of lack of technology in physical bookstores. This cross-border
model can not only expand the scope of communication, but also open up market channels to
maximize value.
4.2. Policy support
Our country pays more and more attention to VR technology. In recent years, a series of relevant
documents and policies and layout have been issued for this purpose. In April 2016, the Ministry of
Industry and Information Technology (MIIT) provided policy guidance through the White Paper on
Virtual Reality Industry Development: to strengthen the application demonstration and cultural
brand building in key areas, to enhance the demand for VR application, but also to strengthen the
brand building of key products in key areas. In the same year, the “13th Five-Year National Science
and Technology Innovation Plan” issued by the State Council in the same year proposed to achieve
professional and popular demonstration applications in the fields of medicine, culture and
entertainment. “Reading Tunnel” is a call to actively respond to national policies, making full use of
its brand influence and VR technology to provide integrated development, providing offline VR
experience projects, and developing online consumer platforms such as online consumer VR
experience projects as innovative demonstration applications.
4.3. VR bookstore + culture + experience
At the Fifth Plenary Session of the 18th CPC Central Committee, the “lead role of scientific and
technological innovation in comprehensive innovation” was pointed out, which pointed out the
direction for the transformation and upgrading of physical bookstores. In the age of the Internet,
users' reading habits and consumption patterns have undergone tremendous changes. They are more
inclined to fragmented digital reading. This is a huge challenge for physical bookstores and an
opportunity for transformation and upgrading. China's physical bookstores can be used as a starting
point for transformation and upgrading from the direction of “culture + bookstore”, “tech +
bookstore” and “experience + bookstore”. “Reading Tunnel” is the first bookstore in the physical
bookstore that dares to combine VR technology with physical bookstores and promotes “VR
bookstore + culture + experience”. Integrate reading, book purchasing, cultural and leisure
functions, rely on modern design and VR technology, and enhance interaction with readers. From
the successful case of “Reading Tunnel”, we can see that “VR Bookstore + Culture + Experience” is
the key to solve the problem. Therefore, in order to solve the problem of changing users'habits and
diversification of users' needs, physical bookstores must take users as the center, study deeply to
find the root of the problem, change traditional concepts, and let science and technology lead the
development of physical bookstores.
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5. Conclusion
China's physical bookstores have been suffering from various pressures, such as operating costs,
online bookstores, digital reading and mass reading. They have experienced many times of
bankruptcy. The transformation and upgrading of physical bookstores have also been paid more and
more attention by the public. The emergence of VR technology has become a key point in the
transformation of physical bookstores. When VR technology is applied to physical bookstores, it
not only conforms to the trend of the times and responds to the call of national policies, but also has
important significance for the development of physical bookstores. In this case, “Reading Tunnel”
uses VR technology and combines it to combine the user's entertainment needs with spiritual and
cultural needs, so that the bookstore not only satisfies the user experience, but also attracts readers'
interest in reading, and also allows readers to consume in physical bookstores. More items.
“Reading Tunnel” can also provide more innovative ideas for the transformation and upgrading of
physical bookstores, and it will also play a positive role in the development of physical bookstores.
The cross-border cooperation between VR technology and physical bookstores in the future will
also enable more and more readers to visit various physical bookstores around the world in VR
bookstores.
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